Abstract-We measure and analyze the single-hop packet delay through operational routers in the Sprint Internet protocol (IP) backbone network. After presenting our delay measurements through a single router for OC-3 and OC-12 link speeds, we propose a methodology to identify the factors contributing to single-hop delay. In addition to packet processing, transmission, and queueing delay at the output link, we observe the presence of very large delays that cannot be explained within the context of a first-in first-out output queue model. We isolate and analyze these outliers.
cantly from that of the Poisson traffic model [2] , [3] . Follow-up work shows that the wide-area network traffic is multifractal and exhibits varying scaling behavior depending on the time scale [4] . Recent work reveals that the queueing behavior can be approximated differently depending on the link utilization [5] .
The above analyses, however, have been based on packet traces collected from a single link and fed into an output buffer, whose size and service rate vary. We are not aware of any measurement of the queueing delay on operational routers. The difficulty in measuring single-hop delay in a real network is threefold.
• Packet timestamps must be accurate enough to allow the calculation of the transit time through a router. This requires in particular that the measurement systems: 1) offer sufficient resolution to distinguish the arrival times of two consecutive packets and 2) are synchronized to an accurate global clock signal, such as global positioning system (GPS). These two conditions need to be met so that the maximum clock skew between any two measurement cards is limited enough to allow accurate calculation of the transit time of a packet from one interface to another interface of the same router.
• The amount of data easily reaches hundreds of gigabytes.
Data from input and output links need to be matched to compute the time spent in the router.
• Routers have many interfaces; tapping all the input and output links to have a complete picture of the queueing behavior of any single output link is unrealistic in an operational network. We have designed a measurement system that addresses the first two of the above difficulties, and deployed it in the Sprint tier-1 Internet protocol (IP) backbone network to collect packet traces with accurate timestamps [6] . We use optical splitters to capture and timestamp every packet traversing a link (see details in Section II). We obtain the single-hop delay of packets by computing the difference between the timestamps at the input and output monitored links. The third difficulty is not easy to overcome due to deployment cost and space issues. Although this prevents us from characterizing the queueing experienced by all packets, it does not affect the evaluation of the single-hop delays reported in this paper. In Section II, we present delay measurements of one hundred million packets matched among more than four billion packets and 400 GB of data collected from the Sprint IP backbone network. In Section III, we provide a methodology for the quantification of the various elements in single-hop delay. We identify the impact that: 1) transmission across the switch fabric; 2) the presence of IP options; and 3) increased output link speed have on the delay experienced by packets through a single node. Surprisingly, in addition to the expected elements, such as transmission, queueing, and processing delays, we observe very long delays that cannot be attributed to queueing at the output link. We use a single output queue model to isolate these delays, and discuss their potential origins. Once the queueing delay component has been quantified, we analyze its tail behavior in Section IV. We summarize our findings in Section V.
II. DELAY MEASUREMENT
We have designed passive monitoring systems that are capable of collecting and timestamping the first 44 bytes of all IP packets at link speeds up to OC-48 (2.5 Gb/s), using the DAG card [7] . These monitoring systems have been deployed on various links in four points of presence (PoPs) of the Sprint IP backbone. We have collected day-long packet traces, and analyzed them off-line. Details about the measurement infrastructure can be found in [6] .
The monitoring systems are GPS synchronized and offer a maximum clock skew of 6 s. Details on the clock synchronization and possible errors in the accuracy of our delay measurements can be found in [8] . Consistency in the results obtained on more than 30 links, connected to different routers in all four PoP, across multiple days, gives us confidence in the accuracy of the single hop delay measurements presented in this paper.
A. Collected Data
We tap into the optical fiber and capture packets just before they enter and right after they leave a router. We denote the packet arrival time at an input link as and the packet departure at an output link, as . For any given packet , the single-hop delay through the router is the difference between its arrival and departure timestamps:
. This single-hop delay value corresponds to the total time a packet spends in a router.
Packet traces from more than 30 links, both OC-3 and OC-12, have been analyzed. In this paper, we use packet traces from four OC-3 links, collected on August 9, 2001, and four OC-12 links, collected on September 5, 2001 . Those link pairs have been selected because they exhibit the highest delays observed among all our measurements. All packet traces were collected on routers of the same manufacturer and of the same architecture, running the same operating system version. We label a router's inbound link as , and a router's outbound link as , and refer to them as a data set for the remainder of the paper. Table I provides further details about the eight traces analyzed throughout the paper. Monitoring systems are attached to selected links inside a PoP. Seven out of the eight selected traces were collected on links attached to quad-OC-3 and quad-OC-12 linecards. Quad linecards accommodate four equal speed interfaces, as shown in Fig. 1 . Packets may transit the router from one linecard to another ( , ), or from one interface of a linecard to another interface of the same linecard ( ). In Table II , we present the architectural details of each data set collected. We denote each router participating in the measurements with its own index . Data and were collected through the same router (Router1), and they correspond to the forward and reverse direction of the same router path (the incoming link of is the outgoing link of , and vice-versa). All data sets capture the behavior of the path between two quad linecards, with the exception of , that corresponds to the path between a quad-OC12 card and a single OC-12 card. Data , , and correspond to measurements involving two different linecards, whereas corresponds to measurements collected on the same linecard. In Section III-B, we show how such architectural differences affect the delay values experienced by packets through a router.
B. Matching Packets
The first step in our methodology is to identify those packets that arrive on the input links and depart on the output links we monitor. We use hashing to match packets efficiently. The hash function is based on the CRC-32 algorithm [9] . Only 30 bytes out of the 44 bytes are hashed (including the source and destination IP addresses, the IP header identification number and the whole IP header data part). The other fields are not used since they may be modified by the router (e.g., TTL) or carry almost identical information in all IP packets (e.g., IP version field, TOS byte). Using the 24 least significant bits of the Duplicate packets have been reported previously [10] . We occasionally observe them in our traces (they account for less than 0.001% of our packets), and have paid special attention to matching them. Duplicate packets have all 44 bytes identical and, therefore, hash to the same value. In most cases, we find that only after a packet left , its duplicate arrived on , making the classification unambiguous. We successfully match most duplicate packets with the correct arrival and departure timestamps. In other cases, we ignore the matches.
As a result of the above process, four traces of matched packets are produced. The numbers of matched packets are given in Table I . We use these traces in the next section to analyze the single-hop delay components.
III. DELAY ANALYSIS
We start with general observations on the delay measurements. We plot the empirical probability density function of the measured single-hop delay, and quantify step-by-step its contributing factors. The outcome of this step-by-step analysis is the derivation of the output queueing delay, which is analyzed in Section IV.
A. General Observations
We denote the th matched packet as , and the total number of matched packets for a given set by . Fig. 2 plots the minimum, average, and maximum values of the single-hop delay across each 1 min interval for all four data sets. We observe first that the minimum delay is stable throughout all the traces, while the average delay exhibits more oscillations and may drop as the link utilization decreases toward the evening. The minimum delay corresponds to the minimum amount of time a packet needs to go through a router. Therefore, given that the minimum delay is constant throughout the day, there is at least one packet that experiences no queueing in each one minute interval.
The maximum delay is more variable than the average delay. It shows occasional spikes of a few milliseconds reaching up to 35 ms for and 172 ms for . We also note that the maximum delay remains consistently above 1 ms for the OC-3 data sets, and 0.2 ms for the OC-12 data sets, even though the average delay decreases. We provide possible explanations in Section III-D. Fig. 3 presents the empirical probability density function of , along with various statistics on the upper right corner of each plot. Average delay values are around 100 s for the OC-3 data sets and decrease by a factor of four when the link speed increases to OC-12. We see that 99% of the packets experience less than 1 ms of delay on OC-3 links. For the OC-12 traces the 99th percentile of the single-hop delay distribution is below 100 s. However, the observed maximum delay is data set specific, reaching up to 35 ms in and 172 ms in . There are three distinct peaks at the beginning of each density function. Previous work by Thompson et al. reports that packets in the backbone do not have a uniform size distribution, but instead have three unique peaks at 40-44, at 552-576, and at 1500 bytes [11] . The sizes of 40 and 44 bytes correspond to minimum-sized transmission control protocol (TCP) acknowledgment packets and telnet packets of a single key stroke; 552 and 576 byte packets correspond to default maximum transmission unit (MTU) sizes when path MTU discovery is not used by a sending host; and 1500 byte packets correspond to the Ethernet MTU size. In all data sets, more than 70% of the packets are 40-, 576-, and 1500-bytes long. We, thus, conjecture the three peaks at the beginning of the delay distribution to be related to the packet size. To verify this conjecture, we group the packets of those three sizes, and separately plot the empirical probability density function of the delay experienced by packets of the given size. Each distribution has a unique peak that matches one of the three peaks in Fig. 3 . We now identify and quantify the factors that contribute the same amount of delay for packets of the same size.
B. Step-by-Step Analysis of the Single-Hop Delay

1) Transmission Delay on the Output Link:
A first cause is the transmission delay on the output link. Transmission delay is proportional to the packet size and to the speed of the output link: , where is the length of the th matched packet, and is the output link capacity. 1 We refer to the difference between the total delay of packet and its transmission time on the output link as the router transit time, denoted by : . The empirical probability density function of is plotted in Fig. 4 . There still are three distinct peaks in the distribution, even though they are less pronounced than in Fig. 3 . This may indicate that there is still a part of the router transit time that depends on the packet size.
2) Minimum Router Transit Time: When a packet arrives at a router, its destination address is looked up in the forwarding table, the appropriate output port is determined, and the packet is then transferred to the output port. Routers in our network do store-and-forward, as opposed to cut through [12] . This operation imposes a minimum amount of delay on every packet, proportional to its size, which is likely to explain those remaining peaks in Fig. 4 . Below we quantify the minimum router transit time experienced by packets in our data sets.
We plot the minimum value of the router transit time for each packet size , , in 5 indicates that there exists a linear relationship between the two metrics. This relationship is made explicit through a linear regression. Given that all data sets feature an order of magnitude more packets for the size of 40, 576, and 1500 bytes, those three packet sizes are more likely to provide us with accurate minimum values for the router transit time. For this reason, we rely on the measurements for these three packet sizes in linear regression, and obtain (1) for for for (1) The linear relationship between minimum router transit time and packet size is consistent for the OC-3 data sets, and differs for the OC-12 data sets. We notice that for and we need two different equations to express the relationship between the minimum router transit time and the packet size. The reason for that is that packets that are received and transmitted on the same linecard exhibit a different behavior compared with the packets that need to transit the switch fabric. From (1), we can identify the effect that such features of the router architecture may have on the packet delay.
According to (1), transmission of packets across different linecards for OC-3 and OC-12 rates ( , , and ) leads to similar values for the slope capturing the linear relationship between packet size and minimum router transit time. However, the constant term is different and larger for the OC-3 case. This could be attributed to the fact that does not involve two quad linecards (Table II) , or that OC-12 linecards utilize more recent technology and, thus, may be offering faster packet processing than OC-3 linecards.
One important result derived from (1) and Fig. 5 is that packets which remain in the same OC-12 linecard are served much faster, i.e., in 7-20 s. Packets that have to be transmitted across the switch fabric are served in 19-39 s. Similar analysis performed on other data sets containing packets received and transmitted in the same quad linecard or across different linecards led to results consistent with this finding.
Subtracting from the router transit time, , we obtain the actual amount of time packets have to wait inside the router. The new empirical probability density function is presented in Fig. 6 .
Packet size related peaks have now disappeared and the delay distributions look similar for all data sets. The distribution is characterized by very low delays: 45% of the packets in and more than 50% of the packets in experience zero queueing delay. For the OC-12 data sets, almost 30% of the packets in and 70% of the packets in go through the router without any queueing at the output link. Differences in the average delay can be explained by the packet size distribution of the data sets: and are dominated by packets larger than 500 bytes, while and contain mostly 40 byte packets. In addition, and consist of highly utilized links, thus featuring higher queueing delay values than and . Small peaks around 100 s for the OC-3 data sets and 20 s for the OC-12 data sets correspond to the transmission of a maximum sized packet at the respective line rate; thus accounting for the fact that a packet may arrive at the output queue and find it occupied by another, possibly maximum-sized, packet. The 99th percentile delays are very small; below 750 s for the OC-3 data sets, and below 50 s for the OC-12 data sets. Nevertheless, the maximum delay still reaches 172 ms for and 35 ms for .
C. Possible Causes for Very Large Delay
In Fig. 7 , we present the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the queueing delay observed for all four data sets. A key observation is that across all data sets the tail of the delay distribution is very long, accounting for the presence of very large delays. However, an examination of the output link data when the very large delays were observed shows that the link was not fully utilized while those packets were waiting. Therefore, part of the long delays is not due to queueing at the output link. In the remainder of this section, we look into possible explanations for these large delay values.
One possible reason could be that the monitoring systems lose synchronization. We exclude measurement equipment fault as a cause for large delays for the following reasons. If the two measurement systems had gone out of time synchronization, the minimum and average delay in Fig. 2 would exhibit a level shift over time, which is not visible. There is no way to tell if the system's software had a bug and produced the very large delays. However, it is extremely unlikely that a software bug affected only a handful of packets, still maintaining the strictly increasing nature of timestamps and keeping the minimum packet delay constant, both of which we checked in our traces. A second reason, that can be easily verified, is that the packets experiencing long delays contain IP options. Most routers are designed to optimize the performance for the majority of packets. IP packets with options require additional processing in the protocol stack, and travel through a slower software path than packets without options. IP option packets are present in , , and . In Table III , we include the main statistics of the delay distribution derived from packets carrying IP options. Results indicate that packets with IP options spend at least 36 s inside the router, and they usually account for the maximum delay in our single-hop delay distributions. The derived statistics should only serve as an indication for the magnitude of delay that packets with IP options may face while traversing a router, since the observed sample is too small to allow for generalization. Given that delay measurements for packets carrying IP options are not solely due to queueing, we do not include them in the remainder of our analysis.
Once IP option packets have been removed from our data sets, we find that the maximum delay for and drops significantly (Table IV) . Due to the fact that there is a very small number of IP option packets present in our measurements, none of the other statistics of the distribution have significantly changed. Packets carrying IP options are capable of justifying the maximum delay in our data sets, but even after their removal the maximum delay experienced by packets in and remains in the order of tens of milliseconds. Other potential reasons behind the very large delay values are: 1) routers stopping forwarding packets for a short period of time when busy with some other CPU intensive task, (e.g., routing table updates, SNMP requests, and garbage collection in memory), an effect usually referred to as a "coffee break;" 2) router interface cards with multiple ports or backplane switch fabrics that could allow input or output blocking [13] ; and 3) memory locks or poor scheduling, etc.
D. Filtering Based on a Single Output Queue Model
When packets arrive at a router, they contend for resources to be forwarded to the destination output interface. The router can use various policies to resolve this contention. The first-in first-out (FIFO) output queue model captures the essence of how a router should serve packets contending for the same resource in a best-effort fashion [12] . Thus, we model an output port of a router as a single output queue. While a single output queue is not an accurate model of all the operations performed in the router, it is sufficient to allow us to determine if the delay of a packet is due to output queueing or not, using only the measurements we have at our disposal.
In the routers deployed in our network, packet processing is heavily pipelined so that a packet experiencing the minimum router transit time should not introduce extra queueing for the next packet arriving at the input port. That is, the minimum router transit time simply delays a packet's arrival time at the output queue, without affecting other packets. We can, thus, assume that the th packet arrives at the output queue at , and set the service rate of the single output queue to the transmission rate of the output link, as illustrated in Fig. 8 .
We expect a packet to wait at the output queue if and only if the output queue is busy serving other packets. The waiting time of a packet is . In Fig. 9 , we plot the number of bytes transmitted at the output link during the time interval of versus the size of the interval for . 2 The top line corresponds to the case when the number of bytes transmitted between the packet's arrival and 2 Similar behavior is observed for the other three data sets and is omitted due to space limitations. departure time [ and ] is equal to the number of bytes that would be transmitted if the link continuously sent packets at line rate. We observe that all data points lie below this top line. Moreover, most of the points that fall off this line are bounded by another line below, of the same slope, which allows for the transmission of one less maximum-sized packet. This latter line is described by , where is the size of the time interval in s, and is the number of bytes seen at the output link. We allow one maximum-sized packet as the error margin in our waiting time calculation, since the accuracy of the timestamps, the nonuniform distribution of SONET overhead in the signals, and the uncertainty about operations inside the router are likely to affect our computation. Those packets whose waiting times lie between the two lines are interpreted as follows: while a matched packet is waiting to be transmitted between and , the output link is fully utilized. We consider as the filtered data set those packets that lie between the two bounding lines in Fig. 9 . For the filtered set contains 94% of the total number of packets in the set. Other packets are considered to have experienced delay not due to output queueing 3 beyond the error margin and are filtered out. To evaluate the magnitude of the delay values that get filtered out by our simple output queue model, we proceed as follows. We compute the amount of delay that each packet should have experienced in all four data sets according to the observed output link utilization. We then subtract the computed delay value from the actual delay value measured. The difference between those two values corresponds to the amount of additional delay that a packet experienced inside the router. In Fig. 10(a) and (b) , we present the empirical probability and cumulative density function for the difference in delay experienced by the set of packets that got filtered out. Fig. 10(a) shows that the part of our delay measurements that cannot be explained according to our single output queue model may reach up to tens of milliseconds. An important observation is that for and the empirical probability density function shows a plateau between 10 s and 1 ms. For , the plateau area spans between 10-200 s. This behavior is consistent with a "coffee break" effect. When a router goes into a "coffee break," it stops forwarding packets for the duration of the break. Therefore, all packets that arrive at the router during this period have to wait until the router resumes the forwarding process and, therefore, experience delays that may reach the duration of the break. In our case, the observed behavior resembles a "coffee break" of 1 ms in our OC-3 measurements, and 200 s in our OC-12 measurements. What is interesting is that no such effect is evident for , where the maximum delay difference is limited to 17 s. Recall that corresponds to delay measurements taken inside the same quad-OC-12 linecard. Therefore, such a finding could be an indication that the "coffee break" effect does not take place at the linecards themselves. Unfortunately, seeking explanation for such a phenomenon requires detailed knowledge of the router architecture, which constitutes proprietary information. Therefore, we can only conjecture about possible reasons behind this behavior. Justification for the existence of delay discrepancies larger than 1 ms is even harder to provide. Queueing taking place at the input link and contention for access to the fabric switch could be possible explanations, but cannot be verified solely based on our measurements. In any case, as can be seen from Fig. 10(b) , such a phenomenon affects a very small number of packets, namely between 20%-40% of the filtered out packets. This percentage corresponds to less than 1% of the total number of packets in each data set. 4 Given that delays experienced by packets beyond our error margins are not related to queueing at the output link, we continue our analysis only with the filtered data sets. We summarize the statistics for the router transit time and queueing delay for the original and filtered data sets in Table V . The average, 90th, and 99th percentile values of the delay distribution are all lower for the filtered data sets. Moreover, all of the delays larger than 5 ms in and have disappeared, and the maximum delay has dropped to 3.9 ms and 160 s, respectively. On the other hand, the maximum delay for and remains unchanged, indicating that the output link was fully utilized when the maximally delayed packet was being held back from transmission. We plot the minimum, average, and maximum values 4 The final percentage of packets that get filtered out is higher than 1% because of small delay discrepancies, below 10 s.
of the filtered delays for all four data sets in Fig. 11 . We compare with Fig. 2 and notice that the maximum delay does not stay over 1 ms throughout the entire day. Consequently, the single queue model is effective in filtering the delays which are not due to queueing at the output link.
IV. QUEUING DELAY TAIL BEHAVIOR
In this section, we analyze the tail of the queueing delay distribution. This analysis will help us identify possible models for the queueing delay in the backbone that could be exploited in simulation environments. We show that our results agree with previous analytical findings described in [2] .
Tail behavior can be categorized into three types: light tailed, long tailed, and heavy tailed. A light tailed distribution has a probability density function whose tail approaches zero at least as rapidly as an exponential distribution. A distribution is said to have a heavy tail if as , [14]. This means that regardless of the distribution for small values of the random variable, if the asymptotic shape of the distribution is hyperbolic, the distribution is heavy tailed. The simplest heavy tailed distribution is the Pareto distribution which is hyperbolic over its entire range and has a probability mass function , , , where represents the smallest value the random variable can take. Long tailed distributions decay slower than an exponential, without being heavy tailed. Lognormal and Weibull 5 distributions with the shape parameter belong to long tailed distributions. The network traffic is known to be long-range dependent, and such traffic can be modeled as FBM [4] . Norros shows that the queueing delay distribution of the FBM traffic is approximated by a Weibull distribution [2] .
To examine what tail category our delay distributions fall into, we first plot the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of in log-log scale for the first hour of the filtered sets, where link utilization remains approximately constant (Fig. 12) . If the tail of the CCDF forms a straight line, then the distribution may be heavy tailed. From  Fig. 12 , it is not clear whether this is the case for our data sets. We use the tool to formally check if the queueing delay distribution is heavy tailed [15] . The obtained results indicate 5 The probability density function of a Weibull distribution is given by f(x) = that our delay distributions do not have the power-law tail like the Pareto distribution, and are not heavy tailed. We then look into whether our queueing delay distributions are long-tailed. As already mentioned, a Weibull distribution with a shape parameter less than one belongs to the long-tailed distributions. We fit a Weibull distribution to our queueing delay distributions, and present our results in Fig. 13 for the first three data sets. is omitted because it is characterized by input and output link utilization of less than 10 Mb/s out of the 622 Mb/s of the link's capacity. As a consequence, the respective queueing delay distribution is characterized by a 99th percentile equal to 15 s. This means that the number of samples we have in the tail of this particular distribution is very limited. Moreover, given their magnitude, the sample values are sensitive to our clock accuracy and our 1 s granularity. Fig. 13 shows that the queueing delay distribution for and fits to a Weibull distribution with a shape parameter equal to 0.6 and 0.7, respectively. The OC-12 distribution for queueing delay inside the same linecard ( ) can be approximated with a Weibull distribution with a shape parameter equal to 0.82. Therefore, the distribution of queueing delay is long tailed, confirming the finding in [2] .
We further sort the three data sets in order of increasing output link utilization, i.e., , and (Table I) . We notice that data sets characterized by higher output link utilization are also characterized by greater values of for their output queueing delay distribution. Thus, it appears that the output queueing delay distribution gets closer to an exponential distribution for higher output link utilizations. A similar finding was also reported in [16] . Nevertheless, further analysis is needed to confirm such a statement.
V. CONCLUSION
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to provide data about actual delays incurred through a single router in the backbone. We measure single-hop delay as experienced by packets in the Sprint IP backbone network. We develop a methodology to identify the contributing factors to the single-hop delay that is simple and applicable to any single-hop delay measurements. We demonstrate its applicability on OC-3 and OC-12 packet traces. In addition to packet processing, transmission, and queueing delays, we identify the presence of very large delays that cannot be explained within the context of a work-conserving FIFO output queue. We provide a simple technique to remove these outliers from our measurements, and offer possible explanations regarding the events that may have led to such extreme delays through a single node.
According to our results, 99% of the packets in the backbone experience less than 1 ms of delay going through a single router when transmitted at OC-3 speeds. At OC-12 line rates, the single-hop delay drops to less than 100 s. After the extraction of the queueing delay component in our measurements, we show that the largest part of single-hop delay experienced by a packet is not due to queueing, but rather to the processing and transmission of the packet across the switch fabric. In addition, we observe a small number of packets (less than 1% in our measurements) that may experience significantly larger delays, either because they carry IP options or because they are affected by idiosyncratic router behavior.
The analysis of the queueing delay distribution reveals that it can be approximated by a Weibull distribution with a scale parameter , and a shape parameter for transmission of packets across two different OC-3 linecards. When packets are forwarded within the same linecard, i.e., they do not transit the switch fabric, and at OC-12 link speeds, the queueing delay distribution can be approximated with a Weibull distribution with a higher shape parameter . Thus, the output queueing delay distribution is long-tailed confirming previous analytical findings by Norros [2] . We believe that identification and modeling of the several components comprising single-hop delay allow for more realistic backbone router models, that could easily be used in simulation environments.
In summary, packets in the Sprint IP backbone network experience edge-to-edge delays that are dominated by the propagation delay and face minimal jitter. This result, though, should be evaluated within the context of Sprint's backbone design principles that dictate moderate link utilization across the network; in our measurements all links were utilized less than 70% even at a 10-ms time scale.
